Our goal is to realize a humanoid robot that has the capabilities of recognizing simultaneous speech. A humanoid robot under real-world environments usually hears a mixture of sounds, and thus three capabilities are essential for robot audition; sound source localization, separation, and recognition of separated sounds. In particular, an interface between sound source separation and speech recognition is important. In this paper, we designed an interface between sound source separation and speech recogniton by applying Missing Feature Theory (MFT). In this method, spectral sub-bands distorted by sound source separation are detected from input speech as missing features. The detected missing features are masked on recognition not to affect the system badly. Therefore, this method is more flexible when noises change dynamically and drastically. It is the most important issue how distorted spectral sub-bands are detected. To solve the issue, we used speech feature apropriate for MFT-based ASR, and developed automatic missing feature mask generation. As a speech feature, we used a Mel-Scale Log Spectral (MSLS) feature instead of Mel-Frequency Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC) which is commonly used for ASR. We presented a method of generating missing feature mask automatically by using information from sound source separation. To evaluate our method, we implemented it in a humanoid robot SIG2, and performed the experiments on recognition of three simultaneous isolated words. As a result, our method outperformed conventional ASR with MSLS feature.
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